TP-Link helps Build an Efficient Wi-Fi Network
at Cricket Club of India, Mumbai.
CUSTOMER PROFILE
Name: Cricket Club of India
Industry: Hospitality
Location: Mumbai

CUSTOMER BACKGROUND

The Cricket Club of India (CCI) is a private club
incorporated on 8th November, 1933, with an

objective to promote cricket and other sports in the

CHALLENGES FACED

The existing devices used for wireless connectivity was
old and was not meeting the wireless requirements of
the members and players visiting the club area, hence
the customer wanted to replace their wireless network
and provide latest Wi-Fi technology to the members,
who belong to the elite class of the society. Earlier they
were using different brand which had improper wireless
connectivity, the club is spread across a large area
where seamless connectivity throughout the club area
was a primary challenge.

country. Its contributions to sports and cricket in

particular, have given it a unique position in history

not only in India but in the entire world. CCI continues
to be the leader of sports in India and is recognized
as one of the most prestigious clubs in the country
with reciprocal arrangements with many leading
sports clubs all over the world.
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SOLUTION PROVIDED

RESULT

cover the widespread area, majorly EPA225 was installed

Wi-Fi connectivity and is providing reliable internet

TP-Link provided the best suited solution with EAP225 to
in their clubs/restaurant and recreation room where the
high value club members visit to enjoy the club
membership benefits. They are also using our

management software for using features like Guest

login/voucher generation & schedules wireless access.
Outfitted with the latest 802.11ac Wave2 MU-MIMO

The club is now covered entirely with seamless

connectivity to its members and visitors. “TP-Link
product quality and great performance have

given the club members a delightful internet

surfing experience and has solved the issue of

wireless network connectivity in the club area.”
Said Mr. Rahul Thatte - Head Procurement, CCI.

technology, the EAP225 easily delivers dual-band Wi-Fi
speeds of up to 1350 Mbps to multiple devices at the

same time providing signal towards where you need it

most, for a fast and stable Wi-Fi experience. It supports

Seamless Roaming so even video streams and voice calls
are unaffected as users move between locations. The

Omada business-grade 11ac Wi-Fi solution is engineered
to handle heavy multi-user usage in large areas without

encountering the same stability issues found with standard routers and access points. It’s the perfect fit for

motels, Clubs, chain-stores, schools, and restaurants.
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